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What is CAS? In super simple terms CAS (an acronym for Creativity, Activity, and
Services) is a program designed by the IB to provide for enjoyable and meaningful
learning experiences outside of your academic studies. They fall into three categories
(or can be a combination of several):

Creativity -the IBO defines creativity exploring and extending ideas leading to an
original or interpretive product or performance. The IB is empowering you with freedom
to decide what creative experiences you take on outside the normal curriculum. Classic
experiences involve dance, theater, music, art, but it doesn’t stop there other examples
are supervised tutoring, Speech & debate, Model United Nations, and learning a
language.

Activity-is defined as physical exertion contributing to a healthy lifestyle. Activity can
involve participation in sports or other experiences requiring physical exertion such as
hiking, camping trips, yoga, and martial arts. Try to get involved in group and team
experiences and in undertaking new roles, an individual commitment is acceptable.

Service is collaborative and reciprocal engagement with the community in response to
an authentic need. Service experiences have the potential to nurture global citizens.
Service involves interaction, building links with individuals or groups in the community.
Service experiences go beyond doing things for others but also doing things with others
and developing a real commitment with them. Different types of service are direct,
indirect, advocacy, and research.  
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IB recommends students use the CAS stages throughout their IB CAS journey.

CAS Stages
The CAS stages (adapted from Cathryn Berger Kaye’s “five stages of service learning,”
2010) offer a helpful process for CAS students as they consider what they would like to
do in CAS, make plans and carry out ideas. The CAS stages are applicable to the three
strands of creativity, activity, service and the CAS project.

These CAS stages represent a process and sequence that can assist students through
this journey.

The five CAS stages are as follows:

1. Investigation: When you identify your interests, skills and talents to be used in
considering opportunities for CAS experiences.

2. Preparation: When you clarify roles and responsibilities, develop a plan of action
to be taken, identify specified resources and timelines, and acquire any skills as
needed to engage in the CAS experience.

3. Action: When you implement your idea or plan. This often requires
decision-making and problem-solving.

4. Reflection: When you describe what happened, express feelings, generate
ideas, and raise questions.

5. Demonstration: When you make explicit what and how you learned and what
you accomplished.
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Next up, steps to help you plan out your CAS proposal!

Step 1: Take Inventory-using the CAS stages: Investigate and Prepare

1. Brainstorm all the things you already do outside of your academic studies. 
2. Go through your list and label each according to which category it falls in.
3. Mark those experiences that you want to continue throughout the 3-4 hour

weekly commitment for 18 months of CAS, knowing that how you carry it out may
change.

4. Where are the gaps? Do you need more creativity, service or activity? Take note
and read on.

Step 2: Combine CAS with your strengths, interests, and values 

It is possible to combine what you want to do with what will count towards CAS. It is all
about adding planning and challenge.

For example, you love being outdoors. Why not organize an outdoors club at your
school and take interested students hiking? You will want to find out more about ‘leave
no trace’ and some first aid, but you are doing what makes you happy and contributing
to your community.

Step 3: Try new things

CAS is also there to challenge you to try new experiences and go out of your comfort
zone. Take a chance and combine your love of writing with submitting your work to
contests and publications and with teaching others in an after-school club for middle
schoolers.

65 IB CAS IDEAS
Creativity

1. Take up baking
2. Take up cooking
3. Take up vegan cooking
4. Create a recipe book
5. Host a dinner society
6. Take up knitting
7. Make your own clothes/accessories
8. Take up photography
9. Produce a documentary
10. Write for the school magazine
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11. Join or set-up a book club
12. Write a novel or some short stories
13. Make a film of your novel/short story
14. Make a stop motion animation film
15. Write poetry
16. Start a blog for your poems
17. Start Calligraphy
18. Make handmade cards featuring your calligraphy
19. Join/start a choir
20. Organize an open mic event or Spoken Work Club
21. Join or start a band
22. Join or start an orchestra
23. Learn a musical instrument
24. Play video games
25. Design a new video game
26. Make homemade candles
27. Take up sketching/painting
28. Create an Instagram account for your sketches and paintings
29. Cook for your family weekly, try out new recipes & create a cookbook
30. Put on a play

Activity
31. Take up running
32. Go climbing- indoors or outdoors
33. Organize a Pokémon Go Adventure in the woods
34. Spend a day at an outdoor adventure club
35. Join your local gym
36. Try a Zumba class
37. Enjoy dancing try different styles of ballroom
38. Try breakdancing
39. Go on a yoga retreat
40. Try windsurfing
41. Try paragliding
42. Try skiing/snowboarding
43. Try kayaking
44. Try white water rafting
45. Try mountain biking
46. Commit to cycling to school a few days a week
47. If you like swimming, cycling and running try a triathlon
48. Try archery
49. Play tennis or table tennis

Service
50. Coach children in sports
51. Play music with elders to have an exchange of skills and musical interests
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52. Create an art program for people with memory loss
53. Distribute plants at farmers market to promote home grown gardens
54. Restore a streambed
55. Make a storm water garden
56. Assist with pet adoption outreach program at community events
57. Volunteer at an animal shelter
58. Set up a butterfly conservation space
59. Set up a turtle sanctuary
60. Take part in Amigos de las Americas
61. If you’re bilingual volunteer to work with newcomers at a legal aid office
62. Organize a tree planting
63. Go on a wildlife conservation volunteering trip
64. Help people at an unemployment office to write resumes

What’s a CAS Project?
In addition to your CAS experiences IB requires you to participate in a CAS
project for at least one month and includes these criteria.

● Must incorporate at least one of the three categories of creativity,
activity, and service

● Must be collaborative with others
● Must involve planning and initiating experiences in a leadership role

before and during the project
● Challenge you toward a new role and develop new skills
● Include global and ethical implications

Sample CAS Projects:
Creativity: A student group plans, designs and creates a mural
Activity and Service: Students organize and coach a sports team leading training
sessions and games for children in the community
Service: Students set up and conduct tutoring for people in need
Service and Activity: Students plan and participate in the planting and maintenance of a
garden with members of the local community
Creativity, Activity and Service: Students rehearse and perform a dance or musical
production for a community senior home

In addition to doing these CAS experiences and CAS projects you will provide
reflections and answer questions in a Managebac portfolio that will be reviewed three
times by the CAS Coordinator. Student completion of CAS is based on reflection and
achievement of the seven CAS learning outcomes.
The CAS Learning Outcomes are:

● LO 1 Identify own strengths and develop areas for growth
Descriptor: Students are able to see themselves as individuals with various abilities and skills,
of which some are more developed than others.
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● LO 2 Demonstrate that challenges have been undertaken, developing new skills
in the process
Descriptor: A new challenge may be an unfamiliar experience or an extension of an existing
one. The newly acquired or developed skills may be shown through experiences
that the student has not previously undertaken or through increased expertise in
an established area.

● LO 3 Demonstrate how to initiate and plan a CAS experience
Descriptor: Students can articulate the stages from conceiving an idea to executing a plan
for a CAS experience or series of CAS experiences. This may be accomplished in collaboration with
other participants; however, each participant must specify a definitive role. Students may show their
knowledge and awareness by building on a previous experience, or by launching a new idea or
process.

● LO 4 Show commitment to and perseverance in CAS experiences
Descriptor: Students demonstrate regular involvement and active engagement in CAS.

● LO 5 Demonstrate the skills and recognize the benefits of working collaboratively
Descriptor: Students are able to identify, demonstrate and critically discuss the benefits and
challenges of collaboration gained through CAS experiences.

● LO 6 Demonstrate engagement with issues of global significance
Descriptor: Students are able to identify and demonstrate their understanding of global
issues, make responsible decisions, and take appropriate action in response to the
issue either locally, nationally or internationally.

● LO 7 Recognize and consider the ethics of choices and actions
Descriptor: Students show awareness of the consequences of choices and actions in planning
and carrying out CAS experiences.

Reflection can appear in countless forms. Students should be able to identify forms of
expression that have personal meaning and best enable them to explore their
experiences and their achievement of the learning outcomes.
Reflection example:

● Take photographs while hiking and use these to reflect in writing
● Compose a song describing how they helped children
● Dramatize a poem to capture a feeling
● Produce a short video addressing the learning outcomes and how they were

achieved
Reflections are submitted for CAS in an Online Portfolio platform called Managebac.
Reflections may be submitted in various formats to include: journal entries, photos,
uploaded documents, videos, blogs, websites, podcasts. Students must also identify an
adult supervisor and input their contact information in Mangebac. The adult supervisor
ensures students are meeting goals safely and reports to CAS coordinator any issues.
The adult supervisor may not be a parent or family member.
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Students receive guidance through CAS workshops in CORE Classes, Advisement
meetings and portfolio reviews by their CORE teachers & IB CAS Coordinator following
this timeline:

2023-2024
Date Documentation

September-October 2023 Create CAS Proposal submit on CANVAS by
October 2, 2023

1st Advisement Meetings for CAS Proposal
-Proposal Approved by IB CAS Coordinator

or CORE Teacher
Managebac Portfolio created

Before April 2024 2nd Required Advisement Meetings
May 24, 2024 All Junior Experiences Fully Documented

May 24, 2024-June 9, 2024 1st Managebac Portfolio Review & Candidate
Revision

End of School Year All Junior Year Experiences Approved

2024-2025
September 20, 2024 Summer CAS Experiences Documented
November 30, 2024 3rd Required Advisement Meetings
February 24, 2025 Final Documentation & Verification

March 2025 Coordinator Review & Candidate Revision
March 24, 2025 CAS Demonstration & Reflection

CAS Program Design Proposal-Due by 10/2/23
(The CAS Proposal and CAS Handbook Verification are due together.)
Link to view: https://bit.ly/WLCAS2025 students should follow directions in CAS
CANVAS course to create their proposal & submit by due date.

Diploma candidate name ____________________
Graduation date ___________
In planning your 18-month proposal for completing CAS which does include the rising
senior year summer, the guidelines recommend 3-4 hours per week, with a balance in
creativity, activity, and service commitments. Students need to develop a risk
analysis for experiences out of school. Students must also provide evidence in the
seven learning outcome areas:

1. Identify your own strengths and develop areas for growth.
2. Demonstrate challenges have been undertaken, developing new skills in the process.
3. Demonstrate how to initiate and plan a CAS experience. ** Leadership guideline
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4. Show commitment to and perseverance in a CAS experience.
5. Demonstrate the skills and recognize the benefits of working collaboratively.
6. Demonstrate engagement with issues of global significance. ** Specific activity
7. Recognize and consider the ethics of choices and actions. **Specific activity

The CAS Project must be designated with a **. The CAS Project must address at minimum
outcomes #2, 3, 5, 6, and 7.

Experience/Project (minimum nine) Category Learning Outcomes

(Official Title of Experience) (You may circle more than one.) (Indicate #1-7)
#1-7

1. _____________________ C A S _____________

2. _____________________ C A S _____________

3. _____________________ C A S _____________

4. _____________________ C A S _____________

5. _____________________ C A S ______________

6.______________________ C A S ______________

7. ______________________ C A S _______________

8. ______________________ C A S _______________

9. _____________________ C A S _______________

Explanation: Give a brief description and risk analysis of each experience/project listed.
Provide projected begin/end dates within which the experience will be completed.
Include Summer 2024. Dates must span the 18-month guideline. Check the box if this
activity will occur in both junior and senior years.
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Activity/Project Description/Risk Analysis/ (indicate C/A/S category) Dates

1. __________________________________________ ___ - ___

2. __________________________________________ ___ - ___

3. __________________________________________ ___ - ___

4. __________________________________________ ___ - ___

5. __________________________________________ ___ - ___

6.___________________________________________ ___-____

7. __________________________________________ ___ - ___

8. __________________________________________ ___ - ___

9. __________________________________________ ___ - ___

Student signature ____________________________ Date __________

Parent signature _____________________________ Date __________

Approval: __________________________________ Date: _________
CAS Coordinator or CORE Teacher

(page 2)
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CAS HANDBOOK VERIFICATION

● Each student is responsible for reading, discussing, and reviewing the CAS Handbook. We
request that parents also be familiar with guidelines in order to support their student in the
diploma requirement and discuss risks involved in their CAS experiences that are conducted
beyond school grounds. Parents accept responsibility for all medical costs related to any
injury as a result of an accident or incident while participating in CAS experiences or
projects.

● Failure to attend formal advisement meetings and meet published documentation deadlines
will result in academic probation and a conference with you, the CAS Coordinator, the IB
Coordinator, and parents to develop a CAS success plan. Advisement meetings and
timelines published in this Handbook are communicated through various media in a timely
manner.

● The CAS Handbook should be read completely prior to signing this verification.
THIS VERIFICATION IS DUE WHEN YOU SUBMIT YOUR CAS PROPOSAL

10/2/23.

I HAVE READ THE CAS HANDBOOK, UNDERSTAND CAS GUIDELINES, EXPECTATIONS,
RISK ANALYSIS, AND USED THE HANDBOOK TO PREPARE MY CAS PROPOSAL
DUE ON 10/1/22:

Student Signature ______________________________________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature _________________________________Date __________

(page 3)
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FAQ
Q: What is CAS?

C-A-S is shorthand for the IB requirement that all Diploma Candidates propose, participate, and
document extracurricular experiences in -- Creativity, Activity and Service – for 3-4 hours over 18
months.

Q: How much time do I have to participate in and document these activities?

IB Diploma Candidates may begin participating on the first school day of the junior year or upon
approval of the student’s CAS proposal. All experiences to fulfill the requirement must be
documented by the last week of February the senior year in Managebac. This deadline
accommodates any needed revisions prior to the deadline in which all attendant documentation must
be submitted to the IBO.

Q: When should I submit documentation?

Ideally, you will submit documentation as soon as you complete an experience. That way, your CAS
online records are always up-to-date & there is less chance of losing or forgetting something.
However, the following deadlines will be observed:

▪ Before November 1 of junior year the proposal is approved
▪ During last week of May of junior year: all activities documented for junior year
▪ During last week of February of senior year: final documentation submitted for summer &

senior year activities
▪ By IBO deadline of senior year: revised and approved final documentation submitted to IBO

Q: How are C-A-S experiences verified?

C-A-S experiences are entered into a student’s Mangebac portfolio with the adult supervisor’s name
and contact information. The IB candidate’s Managebac portfolio will be verified at two points: end of
May junior year and at the end of February for summer & senior year by the CAS coordinator or
CORE teacher. Approval of CAS experiences is by the IB CAS Coordinator & CORE teachers before
undertaking the activity.)
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Q: Can I “finish” my C-A-S in grade 11?
No – You must be participating in all three strands of CAS throughout the 18 months for 3-4 hours
weekly while you are involved in the IB diploma program. However, some experiences naturally take
place in a short, compacted amount of time (e.g.week spent on a Habitat for Humanity project) while
others span several months (a sport season, or CAS Project).

Q: If I have a question about certain experiences qualifying for C-A-S, what is the best way to get
answers?

Because the IB Diploma Class is large and because of the diversity of C-A-S related questions, the
best way to accommodate questions is via email. Please send your C-A-S questions by e-mail to
the CAS Coordinator who will provide you with a prompt written response. Students in the CORE
course can direct their questions to their teacher.

Q: If I have questions on C-A-S, who can I contact for assistance?

During the school year, the CAS Coordinator or CORE teacher is available to answer your C-A-S
questions. During the summer, please contact the IB Coordinator by e-mail Ms. Julie Cantor.

QUESTIONS ABOUT SERVICE:

Q: Can I dedicate all service by simply “volunteering” at school?

No. Learning outcomes specifically encourage service beyond the school community. Please refer
to the “CAS Service Opportunities” handout in this notebook for activity suggestions, or discuss with
the CAS Coordinator.

Q: Can I volunteer for any “non-profit” organization or simply by doing something on my own?

Just because an organization is “non-profit” does not mean that volunteer work done for the
organization automatically qualifies as service. Service also involves interaction – not simply doing
things for others, but doing with others – that benefits those in need and that builds linkages with
individuals or groups in the local, national or international community. Volunteer work performed
without a sponsor or without community involvement will not qualify as Community Service under
CAS guidelines.

QUESTIONS ABOUT ACTIVITY:

Q: Do I have to be on one of the W-L athletic teams?

No. There are several ways to participate in ACTIVITY experiences. Besides W-L athletics, students
can also participate in organized activities like rec teams or ones that involve physical fitness,
including weight training or aerobics, hiking or bicycling, rowing or bowling. Students may also
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engage in organized service activities requiring physical labor, such as building Habitat homes,
cleaning streams, etc., to diversify activity participation.

QUESTIONS ABOUT CREATIVITY:

Q: Can time I spend planning and organizing W-L club or class activities (for example, a club
field trip or a class fundraising event) count as Creativity participation?

Yes, they represent a leadership role, such as a club or class officer or captain of an
academic/sports team.

Q: If I’m involved in one or more of the Theatre Department’s plays, or if I’m a member of the
Marching Band, the Concert/Symphonic/Jazz Bands or the Orchestra, am I allowed to use
that participation for Creativity?

Yes, students involved in W-L drama productions (either on stage or as a member of the tech team),
in bands, in orchestra or in choir can use that participation beyond class time toward Creativity. In
addition, students participating in Model United Nations, Debate Team, as well as members of the
newspaper, literary, and yearbook staff, can apply those activities for creativity.

Q: I don’t have time during the school year to participate in W-L-sponsored music, theatre, other
performing arts, or other creative organizations. What other types of activities can I use for
Creativity?

Individually designed creativity projects or experiences (such as VJAS, computer science/software
design, architectural design or dance class taken through a bona fide institution or organization) can
count for creativity. Summer enrichment programs can also be used. Structured tutoring is another
possibility.

Q: I plan to take an SAT Review class/Drivers Education course. Can I apply those hours to
Creativity?

Such a class rarely benefits others. While such classes may enhance performance on standardized
tests or personal safety, they have minimal value in terms of creativity. These should NOT be one
of your two required creativity activities to fulfill CAS guidelines.

Q: Can I count non-IB courses for Creativity?

Yes. If your schedule allows a place for a course you might take for enrichment after school hours
or during the summer, as long as they do not earn high school or college credit. No class that is
considered mandatory for the State of Virginia can be considered for creativity.

Q: Can serving as a student aide during a class period qualify for CAS hours?
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No. Experiences for CAS must be beyond class time, such as before or after school, GP, or during
your lunch.

Q: If an experience occurs during the summer in a distant location, how do I acquire my
supervisor’s original signature?
Make sure you communicate with the adult about their need to supervise your work
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TIPS FOR POSTING REFLECTIONS ON ManageBac

JOURNALS: (authentic narration)
● Entries should be in real time or reflect real time activities. The dates of entries

are recorded on the website. Entries should be timely to be reflective.
● The number of entries should be three. One entry should represent the

beginning, the next the midpoint, and finally the end of the activity. In each of the
entries, the indicated CAS learner outcomes should be discussed, specifically
referring to the language of the outcome. For example, “I experienced a new
challenge when….”

PHOTOS: (individual and/or group images)
● If the activity is with a team or group, then the photo should include you

interacting with that team or group. A posed team or group photo that represents
the activity is also acceptable. You should be clearly recognizable in the photo.

● If the activity represents individual participation, the photo should present you
engaged in a real time activity.

● Two type photos are acceptable evidence: individual and team/club/group.
● Captioning is available. However, the caption cannot explain the learning

outcomes indicated; the outcomes should be obvious from the image.

FILES: (name indicated)
● All uploaded files should be easy to access, download, and WORK.
● If you scan a document as evidence (like a certificate of completion), it must be

legible and clearly provide evidence of your participation using appropriate
attribution (your name, dates, official organization).

● Powerpoints are acceptable evidence as long as there is bonafide attribution to
you and/or your photo is appropriately included.

WEBSITES: (name and/or image indicated)
● Websites can be used to verify the purpose or goals of the organization in which

you are involved.
● A website alone, however, does not provide clear evidence of your participation

unless there is a photo of you or attributed credit to you that is easily identifiable
and accessible.

YOUTUBE and VIDEOS: (images)
● YouTube can provide evidence and documentation for individual or group

performances. You must be clearly visible in action in this video.
● Any video used as documentation must present you in a real time event

representing the activity. You must be clearly visible in any video. Videos should
not exceed 3 minutes.

BLOGS: (images/authentic narration)
● Blogging is an easy way to complete real time journaling, reflecting, and photo

captioning in a timely manner.

If an activity is re-documented use a different format for additional evidence.



PREPARING FOR THE CAS DEMONSTRATION

● Each activity or project that you choose to fulfill the CAS requirement must engage you
in deep, reflective ideas.

● This deep reflection is demonstrated at the CAS Closing Demonstration.
● Prepare and practice to be able to communicate with others. You will prepare an exhibit

board to highlight your CAS project and experiences and how you addressed the seven
learning outcomes. You can include artifacts, pictures, timelines, videos or powerpoints
and contact information for new candidates.

● Preparation should be obvious; avoid reading responses and referring often to notes.
● Engage in positive habits of mind such as poise, articulation, and personal awareness.

These ten potential questions you should examine for each experience. If you discover that
your CAS Project or other experiences do not strongly engage these reflective questions,
then it is not a worthy CAS endeavor:

1. Focus on one activity in which you participated for an extended duration of time. What
abilities, attitudes, and values did you develop, change, or examine as a result of this activity?

2. Focus on one activity. What difficulties did you encounter and how did you overcome them?

3. What types of knowledge did you gain through your CAS experiences? How have you, or will
you, pass on that knowledge to others? How do you think that new knowledge will be useful to
you in the future?

4. Of the seven CAS learner outcomes, which one did you feel was the greatest challenge for
you and why?

5. Ethics as an area of knowledge is primarily concerned with how we determine what is the
right action, particularly in our relations and interactions with others. How and when did your
CAS activities challenge your personal ethics?

6. CAS guidelines stress selection of activities that provide “service and benefit to others.” Is
service to others, in whatever form, a moral obligation? If so, on what should the obligation be
based? If not, why?

7. Discuss your CAS project: in what way(s) was this project a new role for you?

8. Leadership is an integral part of the learner outcomes. In which activity did you demonstrate
leadership, what was your role, and how would you evaluate your success?

9. How did your feelings or emotions affect your ability to perform, to make decisions, or to
reason in regard to a particular CAS activity?

10. In what ways did CAS experiences clarify or change your sense of what is important.
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